
SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!

How well do you know the Ospreys players names?
Do you know any other languages?

Can you help solve the anagrams, un-muddle the letters to reveal the Ospreys players’ name?

TOT CONTEST 
JOWLY NUN SEAN
SCAR MOSS 

How many words can you make out of our captains name Justin Tipuric?

1
2
3 

There are 3 full stops and 5 commas missing from this sentence. Can you work out where they should go?
The first half was a fairly even affair as Price and Bleyendaal exchanged a pair ofpenalties each A late try from Munster's Loughman converted by Bleyendaalwas the only thing separating the two sides A penalty won from the scrum gaveLuke Price an opportunity at goal from Munster's 22m line and with calmassurance the outside half knocked it over to give the hosts an early lead 3-0

At the Ospreys we are lucky enough to have players in the squad from all over the world. Some still play for us,some have moved on. Some of these players speak a different language to many other players in the team. Someexamples may be Afrikaans which is spoken in parts of South Africa and a language which Hanno Dirksen can speak! 
‘Hello’ in Afrikaans is easy - it is “HALLO”.

Can you find out how to say “Hello” in the following languages?

WELSH        ITALIAN   
SAMOAN        MAORI 

OSPREYS
LITERACY



CROSS
WORD

SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!

Can you complete the Cross Word?
You’ve got 10 minutes to do so...

ACROSS

3. The name of this season’s Ospreys captain
6. Name of the stadium Ospreys play home games at
7. The Ospreys logo is a...
9. The name of Ospreys’ mascot
10. Number of other regional teams in Wales

DOWN

1. What is the word Osprey in Welsh?
2. Ospreys second row who is captain of Wales
4. The main colour of Ospreys home jersey
5. Surname of Rhys, who has re-joined the Ospreys
8. Number of points for a try
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WORD
SEARCH

SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!

Can you find the Ospreys related words within the below word search?

RUGBY   BRIDGEND 
SWANSEA  JUSTIN TIPURIC
ALUN WYN JONES GWEILCH
LIBERTY  OSPREYLIA
NEATH   OZZIE
MASK   PORT TALBOT
WALES   OSPREYS



DESIGN
A

NAME:
CLUB/SCHOOL:

JERSEY
Ever wanted to design your very own Ospreys jersey? Make sure you share it with us on

Twitter and we’ll choose the best and turn them into photo realistic designs!

SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!



A-MAZE-ING
TIPURIC

Can you help Justin Tipuric find his ball?

SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!



BRAIN 
TEASERS

Like a Brain Teaser? Can you solve the puzzles below?

Ozzie’s mother had 4 children. She named the first Justin. Named the

second Alun Wyn. The third is named George. What is the name of her fourth child?

ANSWER:
I do not have any special powers, but I can predict the score of any rugby
match before it begins. How can I do this??

ANSWER:

Ozzie’s father is four times as old as his son. In twenty years, he'll be twice as old.
How old are they now?

ANSWER:

Which is heavier? A pound of feathers, or a pound of rugby balls?

ANSWER:

How can you make seven even?

ANSWER:

How can you throw a ball as hard as you can and have it come back to you, even if it doesn't hit anything,

there is nothing attached to it, and no one else catches or throws it?

ANSWER:

Your sock drawer contains 24 white socks and 30 black socks. The lights n your room are off, so you cannot see the color of the socks. How manysocks must you grab to ensure to have at least one matching pair?ANSWER:

SHARE IT ON SOCIAL!


